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Carper Amendment 2
Summary: This amendment extends the loan repayment terms for TIFIA to the lesser or 75
years or 75% of an asset’s useful life to lower the financing costs for long-lived assets.   
 
Cardin Amendment 3
Summary: Amendment to improve resilience improvement grants under the PROTECT
program.
 
Cardin Amendment 6
Summary: Amendment to improve the INFRA program.
 
Cramer Amendment 4
Summary: Amendment to provide all States an opportunity to receive INFRA grants.
 
Duckworth Amendment 2
Summary: Amendment to raise the cap on funds spent on compilation and analysis of data for
reporting on railway-highway crossings.
 
Duckworth Amendment 5
Summary: Amendment to apply certain Federal requirements to airport-related projects under
the TIFIA program.
 
Ernst Amendment 4
Summary: Requires the Secretary of Transportation to submit to Congress an annual report
listing every DOT-funded project that is $1 billion or more over budget or five years or more
behind schedule. For each project, the report would provide:

a brief description, including the purpose, location, the year in which it was begun,
the Federal share of the total cost, and the contractors and grant recipients;
an explanation of any change to the original scope of the project, including adding to
or narrowing of the initial requirements;
the original expected and current expected completion date;
the original and current cost estimate;
an explanation for a delay in completion or increase in the original cost estimate;
and, the amount of and rationale for any award, incentive fee, or other type of bonus
awarded for the project.

 
Graham Amendment 1
Summary: To amend title 23, United States Code, to authorize funds for Federal-aid highways
and highway safety construction programs, and for other purposes.
 
Inhofe Amendment 3
Summary: This amendment would amend set-asides within S Sec. 1133 Rural Surface
Transportation Grant Program for States with higher rural roadway lane departure accidents.
 
Kelly Amendment 1
Summary: This amendment requires the U.S. Department of Transportation to convene a
working group to study the use of aggregate resources in federal transportation projects. The
working group will be tasked to:

Study the use of aggregates resources in federally funded transportation and construction
projects and how the proximity of aggregates resources impacts cost and the
environment;

https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/4/0/40a1acb2-3b1d-4222-8642-1a845fd35806/D40BF191965782A40B2BED21BF82A0B0.carper-2-tifia.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/5/9/599d5a7c-6d8e-4a97-9317-bc552c9b60f9/EF6D5C19410DA0E7AC27409016F1F3A2.cardin-amendment-3.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/0/0/00a98d42-e9f2-4f57-9fdb-a034611b1a4b/02AEA65AD88488513B5BF3C2E4436634.cardin-6--multistate-corridors.pdf
file:///C:/Users/GC44734/Documents/Inhofe%20Amendment%203
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/c/c/cc3910be-dc41-4525-9ee7-668d2f38acf1/BB17D0DE68E5AFF0C5C7A867D0CCC98C.duckworth-2---section-130-set-aside.pdf
https://hilltop.senate.gov/files/edit?File_id=16E42E2D-EE29-443F-A034-C647495B3B79&SK=3FA8F59094FD2AD28276E0C099CCC192
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/6/7/67a538b4-9d28-4f0f-aa06-c2cb152f4c56/05948DCE47C2AA86145F1B5298C1029F.ernst-4.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/8/c/8c288480-67bc-445d-842b-fcb03b77eb32/F5746B3B69171A2949E7DA407889716E.graham-amentment-1.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/c/8/c8e8529e-91ac-4a34-9d21-60198db6d771/C57FC4C8DC8C12F5B8012B0CF85ABA9C.inhofe-3-rural-road-grant-program-fatality-amendment-edw21631.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/f/7/f7ac0fb6-6602-41f5-9e43-1f52fd3f1c36/A93CAE376254A6A8F95DF66CE0ABA138.kelly-1-rocks-act.pdf
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Examine how state, tribal and local transportation and planning agencies may consider
aggregates resources when developing projects;
Identify measures the federal government, state, tribal and local transportation and
planning agencies may take to preserve currently identified aggregate resources for future
development.

 
Lummis Amendment 2
Summary: Amendment to expand eligibility for the advanced transportation technologies
deployment program.
 
Lummis Amendment 3
Summary: Amendment to modify project eligibility for the carbon reduction program.
 
Markey Amendment 5 (Modified)
Summary: Amendment to direct the Secretary of Transportation to carry out an active
transportation investment program to make grants to eligible applicants to build safe and
connected options for bicycles and walkers within and between communities.
 
Merkley Amendment 2
Summary: Amendment to require the Secretary of Transportation to establish a program to
provide grants to carry out activities to benefit pollinators on roadsides and highway rights of-
way, including the planting and seeding of native, locally-appropriate grasses and wildflowers,
including milkweed.
 
Padilla Amendment 2
Summary: This amendment would permit public authorities with jurisdiction over HOV facilities
to allow blood transport vehicles that are transporting blood between a collection point and a
hospital or storage center to use the HOV facility if the public authority establishes requirements
for clearly identifying such vehicles.
 
Padilla Amendment 4
Summary: This amendment would add wildfires to the list of natural disasters relevant to
resiliency improvement grants under the PROTECT program, make vegetation management
practices in transportation rights-of-way an eligible activity for such grants, and prioritize
resiliency improvement grants for addressing the vulnerabilities of surface transportation assets
with a high risk of failure due to the impacts of wildfires.
 
Sullivan Amendment 1 (Modified)
Summary: Amendment to authorize appropriations for the Denali access system program.
 
Sullivan Amendment 2
Summary: Amendment to modify a provision relating to rural barge landing, dock, and
waterfront infrastructure projects.
 
Wicker Amendment 1
Summary: This amendment would designate an additional high priority corridor from Interstate
55 near Grenada, Mississippi, northward to the logical terminus on Interstate 22 near Holly
Springs, Mississippi.
 
Whitehouse Amendment 1
Summary: Makes a technical change to allow funding of large projects during the first year of
the program. This change aligns with the language in the bipartisan reintroduction of the Bridge
Investment Act

https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/a/0/a0e6b74c-7a22-4bae-bbb7-069aa78e184b/CC19FC858258E9C0B0C7D1E44700AC7D.lummis-2.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/0/0/00392565-abe9-4af1-b147-d79510e65649/C8FD5500DEC55A69F348FF078834A98C.lummis-3.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/6/7/67eff4ec-5379-4f6f-b23a-ce7449f93dec/F87F20BD17DBC9C2C79C94B80B3B3DC3.markey-5---caats-modified.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/a/f/afdbab3e-2d82-4e20-a3ac-b5a71d00f122/4C6F9E7F309DC39D34DD2E8D53554192.merkley-2---monarch-pollinator-highways.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/2/3/23c2be2c-4aeb-4b90-922d-d94a8a271ed2/260D4D038D442AAFB77FC214DAA8BE23.padilla-2---blood-transport-vehicles-using-hov-facilities.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/e/8/e80ce391-91d1-4b55-995c-5e6625385105/E008763F88431FDEDEC649E67D599F2C.padilla-4---wildfire-resiliency.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/2/3/23d13bf0-78ae-4d6f-a1cc-4264f6faaaef/2E1EBF4462AD4288C55C141811A192B4.sullivan-1---denali-commission.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/2/3/23ee7f84-f0cd-450c-b216-bdca4d123d66/5FF316449441CDDFEE2FFAEE59D28CD3.sullivan-2.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/c/e/ceb84516-eadf-4504-b2bd-dd1fea3a2add/BB200732A6D8965FC96DDB8BAEEE392E.wicker-1-amendment.pdf
https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/c/e/ceb84516-eadf-4504-b2bd-dd1fea3a2add/BB200732A6D8965FC96DDB8BAEEE392E.wicker-1-amendment.pdf
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EDW21649
Summary: In the nature of a substitute.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Tanya Snyder <tsnyder@politico.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 10:16 AM 
To: Abbott, Jake (EPW) <Jake_Abbott@epw.senate.gov>; Levitan, Rachel (EPW)
<Rachel_Levitan@epw.senate.gov> 
Subject: En bloc
 
Can you send the list of amendments that have been accepted en bloc? Thanks.
 
Is there a place the full 90 are listed?
 
-- 
Tanya Snyder
Transportation reporter
POLITICO Pro
tsnyder@politico.com
(202) 460-4376 mobile
@TSnyderDC
 
Everything you need to know about transportation policy, every morning:
https://www.politico.com/morningtransportation/
 

https://www.epw.senate.gov/public/_cache/files/6/5/6545124e-8b89-4710-8da3-4152a78e6713/E2747DD16A6FD122F3D5077D197FD431.edw21649.pdf
mailto:tsnyder@politico.com
https://twitter.com/TSnyderDC
https://www.politico.com/morningtransportation/
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